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AIDS: Legislative Update 
An ·Issue for Maine 
by Charlie Ridlon 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. Rarely has any issue so confused, so 
frightened, and so unif-ied the ·gay community. In the space of tliree years, 
we have been put in many roles: medical curiosity, plague-spreader, self-
destructive sinner. AIDS has been the subject of much media attention and the 
topic of many bar conversations. The Centers for Disease Control have report-
ed that, as of July 11, 1983, 1891 people have been diagnosed as having AIDS, 
with 678 deaths---no one has recovered. (It is important to be constantly 
aware that we are talking of human life and death. Virtually all of the med-
ical literature and much of the media reports use the word "cases". They are 
not cases; they are people). 
The history of AIDS is littered with such terms as "gay cancer", "gay dis-
ease", "gay plague" and "gay related immune deficiency". It is none of these. 
There is no question that gay men make up a considerable percentage of people 
with AIDS--71% are homosexual or bisexual men. However, 17% are intravenous 
drug users, 5% are Haitians living in the U.S., 1% are hemophiliacs and .6% 
don:' t fit any of the other categories. There is no reason to believe that 
there is anything intrinsically different about gay men that makes us more 
susceptible to AIDS. 
In Maine, two men have died of AIDS after having been hospitalized. They 
were not so-called "native cases", but came to Maine after already being di-
agnosed as having AIDS. To date, no one now living in Maine 'has contracted 
t e is ease . However , beeause ther have been "only• two dea.:ths · doesn't 
mean that we should remain complacent or ignor ant anq not look at poss i ble 
wavs of reducing risks. The incubationperiod has been theorized as being 
anywhere from eleven months - to two years. What this means is that it is pos-
s ible to have a "native case" any time now. 
continued on page 3 
''Yes, Sir, I am a Lesbian'' 
by Skip Brushaber 
Diqne J. Matthews of South Portland has 
challenged the United States Army's dis-
criminatory policy towards lesbians and 
gays. Her civil case against the Army 
was heard before U.S. Magistrate D. Brock 
Hornby in Portland on July 18, 1983. 
Matthews is challenging her dismissal 
from the Reserve Officers Training Corps 
at the University of Maine at Orono. She 
served on active duty with the Army from 
1976 until 1980, when she was honorably 
discharged. Entering the Army Reserves, 
Matthews began attending UMO and joined 
the ROTC program. She was dismissed from 
ROTC in 1981 when she admitted. to being a 
lesbian. At that time, she asked to be 
excused from a drill to attend a Student 
Senate meeting. At that meeting the · 
budget of Wilde-Stein Club, the gay/les-
bian student organization, was to be d:i.s-
cussed. When asked by her comnanding 
officer if she was a member of said club, 
Matthews stated, "Yes, I am a lesbian." 
Matthews is also challenging, the Army's 
regulations on homosexuality as uncon-
stitutional. The Army defines a homo-
sexual as '' a person who engaged in or 
has the propensity to engage in a homo-
sexual act regardless of the sex of the 
indi vidrnl • '' Those individuals who pro-
fess to be homosexual at enlistment are 
rejected and individuals whose homosex-
uality is discovered after enlistment 
are discharged. · 
The Army's stand is that homosexuals 
are a threat to order and discipline, 
violate the privacy rights of other 
soldiers and make assigrnnent,recruit-
rnent, and retention of soldiers dif-
ficult. , 
Matthews has stated that, while in 
the military, she has-never witnessed 
a homosexual proposition a straight 
person, but that women in the Army 
are propositioned by male soldiers 
all the time. 
by Kate McQueen 
As of now, only two things keep me in-
volved in the morass called legislative 
politics--srnall victories and outrageous 
right-wing adversaries. To date in 1983, 
we in the lesbian and gay cOIIIIlUility have 
seen both. 
Contrary to popular belief, this was a 
good year for the Maine Gay Rights Bill; 
we targeted a win in the Maine Senate, 
and we got it big! The majority of the 
Judiciary Carmittee that heard debate 
on the bill supported its passage, and 
the Senate agreed in an 18-12 vote. 
This bill had never passed either house 
before. The number of respected and dedi-
cated state legislators who spoke out 
this year for civil rights for gays and 
lesbians was dramatic. And the bill's 
abysmal defeat in the Maine House simply 
shows how many turkeys we'll have to re-
move in the next few years. 
We've also been "treated" to more il-
logical nonsense from Maine I s ''hateful 
Christians" than we knew they were capa-
ble of. From the zealots at the Gay 
Rights Bill hearing to Rev. Buddy Frank-
1-ana- · lpi~, :t-he:y I ve-eutdon tbem.: 
selves in their hysteria; it continues 
to be our role to expose how hateful and 
dangerous their propaganda is. 
· · continued on page 2 
During the hearing, Army evaluations 
of Matthews were entered as evidenee by 
Michael Asen, her attorney in cooper-
ation with the Maine Civil Liberties 
Union. These evaluations, three of them 
being perfect scores, showed Matthews to 
be an excellent soldier. There was an 
attempt to discredit these scores through 
the testimony of Major General Norman 
Schwartzkopf. He stated the system is 
now in revision because past scores 
were "grossly inflated." 
Matthews was asked during the hearing 
to describe why she considers herself a 
lesbian. Her response was ·, "I prefer 
women for companionship, support, and 
emotional sustenance.'' 
Matthews felt the hearing had gone in 
a positive vein and she had been treated 
fairly by the press and media. 
Asked about the support she may have 
received from the gay and lesbian corrmun-
ities, Matthews stated she wasn't aware 
of any. She did state that she received 
a supportive letter from the president of 
a local chapter of the National Organiz-
ation for Women. · 
Matthews will enter USM in the Fall. 
When asked if she would do it al 1 over 
again, Diane Matthews smiled and said, 
"Yes, I am certain it was the right thing 
to do." 
PLEASE NOTE: MATTHEWS WAS REPRESENTED 
BY MICHAEL ASEN, IN COOPERATION WITH 
THE MAINE CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION. BE-
CAUSE OF THE HIGH COST OF THIS CASE, 
THE MCLU ·NEEDS IX)NATIONS. IX)NATIONS 
MAY BE EARMARKED SPECIFICAI.LY FOR THE 
CASE OF MATTHEWS. 
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Editorial PURPOSE 
"YA' KNOW, WHAT WE NEED IS A NEWSPAPER FOR THE 
GAY COMMUNITY HERE IN MAINE, H . 
OUR PAPER is published monthly by the OUR PAPER 
Collective, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine, 04104. 
"YEAH, WHAT ABOUT A NEWSPAPER!" H 
"YEAH, A NEWSPAPER!" WE NEED A NEWSPAPER! 
FROM SUCH PROFOUND CONVERSATIONS, GREAT IDEAS 
ARE BORN, 
THUS BEGAN OUR PAPER, 
- The purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve as a voice for 
Lesbians and Gay Men in Maine. ·We wish the ne~spa~r 
to be a source of information, support and affirmation, 
and a vehicle for celebration, by and for members of 
the Lesbian and Gay Mens' coornunities. We want the 
paper to reflect our diversity, as well. 
AND SO BEGAN THE LIVELEY TUESDAY NIGHT MEETINGS, EDITORIAL POLICY 
MANY CUPS OF COFFEE TO GET THROUGH OUR OBSESSIVE 
PRATTLINGS, CHEERS AND JEERS, GROANS AND MOANS, 
AND----wHEN IT LOOKED LIKE WE WERE ALL SET .AND 
EVERYTHING WAS PROCEEDING ON SCHEDULE, OUR TYPE-
SETTER'S COMPOSER BROKE DOWN, MORE GROANS AND 
MOANS FOLLOWED, AS WE PULLED AN ALL-NIGHTER AT 
We will consider for publication any material that 
broadens our understanding of our lifestyles and of 
each other. Views and opinions appearing in the 
paper are those of the authors only. 
THE TYPEWRITERS, 
AND SO, WE PRESENT TO YOU OUR PAPER, 
WE HOPE YOU ARE AS EXCITED AS WE ARE, 
W~ ~ANT OUR PAPER TO SERVE AS A VOICE FOR GAY 
MEN -l\'ND LESBIANS IN MAINE, OUR INTENTION IS TO 
EX I ST.; AS A SOURCE OF INFO.RMAT I ON, SUPPORT AND 
AFFIR~ATION, AND A VEHI~LE FOR 'CELEBRATION, IN . 
DOING SO, WE HOPE TO -BE AN INFORMATIVE PUBLICATION 
FOR OUR COMMUNITY, AND ACT AS AN EDUCATIONAL SOURCE 
FOR THE .BROADER COMMUNITY, WE ALSO HOPE THE PAPER . 
WILL SE~VE AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN LE~BIANS AND GAY MEN 
THROUGH FURTHERING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF EACH OTHER, 
. RIGHT NOW, WE ARE A PORTLAND~BASED COLLECTIVE, 
All material submitted must be signed and include 
an address and/or phone number, so we can contact 
the author should we need to cqnsider editorial 
revisions. However, within the pages of the news-
paper, articles can appear anonymously, upon re-
quest, and strict confidentiality ~11 ~ observed. 
No revisions or rejections of material will occur 
without dialogue with the author. 
We welcome and encourage all our readers to 
submit material for publication and share your 
caments, criticisms and positive feelings with 
us. Renenber, OUR PAPER is Your Paper!!! 
DEADLiNE for each issue is the 10th of the month. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
WE ARE KEENLY AWARE OF THE POTENTIAL FOR THE PAPER 
TO HAVE A PORTLAND FOCUS, WE ARE COMMITTED TO ·N.QI 
HAVING THIS HAPPEN, WE TRULY WANT THE PAPER TO RE-
FLECT THE CONCERNS, INTERESTS, AND ACTIVITIES OF 
GAY MEN AND LESBIANS THROUGHOUT THE STATE, 
Subscriptions,are $10 for 12 issues. Make .checks 
payable to "OUR PAPER". All submissions and corn~s-
pondence should be sent to OUR PAPER, P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, Maine, 04104. 
WE NEED TO BECOME MUCH MORE DIVERSE, WE STILL 
HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO, THE PAGES OF THE NEWSPAPER 
SHOULD REFLECT THE NEEDS, INTERESTS, AND -CONCERNS 
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE 
OF GAY MEN AND LESBIANS OF COLOR, OF DIFFERENT AGES, 
BACKGROUNDS AND GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS IN MAINE, OF 




Diane E Diane Matthews 
Jon LaGassey 
K Max Mellenth · 
Liz Moberg 
Elinor Goldberg 
WE WELCOME AND ENCOURAGE ALL OUR READERS TO 
SUBMIT MATERIAL FOR PUBLICATION AND SHARE YOUR 
COMMENTS, CRITICISMS AND POSITIVE FEELINGS WITH US, 
WE ALSO ENCOURAGE OUR READERS IN .THE HINTERLANDS 
Because Maine has not passed Gay Civil Rights Legis-
lation, some members of the collective do not feel free 
to publish their names. 
OF MAINE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PRODUCTION OF .O!IB. 
PAPER, WE NEED INVOLVEMENT ON ALL LEVELS - WRITERS, 
DISTRIBUTORS, AND ADVERTISING SALESPEOPLE, 
WE WANT TO SEE OUR PAPER GROW, 
REMEMBER, OUR PAPER IS YOUR PAPER! 
UPDATE (con'd from pg. 1) 
On the Congressional scene, we've 
had analagous victories and adver-
saries. As of mid-July, co-sponsor-
ship of the Houseof Representatives 
Gay Rights Bill has reached a record 
level of 71; and within the past year 
two major national unions (AFSCME and 
SEIU) have tc!,ken official positions 
supporting national lesbian and gay 
roghts legislation. Of inmediate im-
portance is that much pressure con-
tinues to be put on Congress to pass 
adequate funding for AIDS research. 
They ppssed a bill in early surmer 
which included a meager $12 million 
for AIDS, but by July, a $30 million 
Emergency Health Fund passed unani-
mously. Unfortunately the bill awaits 
the signature of the (acting) ?resi-
dent, and we're awareof his concern 
for the victims of today's greatest 
heal th emergency. And for the 1 ikes 
of Jerry Fallwell calling for the 
segregation of victims and potential 
victims, we'll have to find other ways 
to counter this national right-wing 
influence. 
One last victorious note: a ntnn-
ber of the Democratic candidates for 
President(principally Hart, Cranston 
, and Mondale) are openly courting gay 
,and lesbian votes, and it's about 
tilre! For those of you inclined, 
keep 'em talking about our issues. 
A Coluilln 
by Kate and Lois 
We find it difficult to write ab.out 
the right wing in our "family"_. Easier, 
though, on a morning when you've 
stared a wild racoon in the eye. You 
may wonder what brings us to do so. 
Some months ago we read Andrea 
Dworki~'s Right-Wing Women. In spite of 
our difficulty in saving the title 
five times f~~t,we'v~ felt the need 
to proselytize for its reading; And 
neither of us have been avid Dworkin 
fans- her previous books more pain-
ful to read than' can , sometimes be 
borne. Her insight into the con-
scious and unconscious fears of "trad-
itional" women is profound. The points 
·she makes about their and our legiti-
mate fears of non-feminist men are 
frightening. 
In addition, we've just witnessed 
the public "coming out" of Bob Bauman. 
He first came to our attention as a 
Board member of YAF (Young Americans 
for Freedom), ACU (American Conserva-
tive Union) and NCPAC (National Con-
servative Political Action c'ommittee)-
all flagbearers of the New Right. 
Later we watched as he tried to "beat 
the ra:p" (he was arrested for buying 
sex from an adolescent boy in Wash-
ington, D.C. while he was a Congressman 
from Maryland) by confessing that he 
had 11 tendencies 11.he couldn't control 
because of his alcoholism. He is now 
lobbying for "our" rights on Capitol 
Hill and elsewhere for the Gay Rights 
National Lobby. 
Is the movement large enough for 
all of us? You may know the answer 
to that question. We wond~r .... 
In the last several years, both of 
us have .had the occasion- to work 
closely with people not of our polit-
ical ilk, i.e. feminism. Mostly, 
these have been men. It is frequent-
ly trying.· We are asked to tolerate 
sexis~, both deliberate and inadvert-
ent. It is not easy to do, and the 
fundamental question remains - should 
we, and under what circumstances? 
Will legal equality for lesbians and _ 
gay men mean anything in a world still 
controlled by a few wealthy white men -
the military industrial complex - and 
politics-as-usual? Will the right-
wing agenda of "nuke a gay whale for 
Christ" be more palatable if it's 
OK for that whale to be gay? 
. As Bauman has said, "being gay has 
n0 boundaries." But is he _simply ask-
ing his right-wing colleagues to ex-
cuse the "accident" of his gayness, 
maintain his privilege, and carry on 
with the repression of the American 
people and the . regression of American 
society? It just doesn't feel OK to 
us. 
Perhaps his statement that he is a 
conservative, not a right-winger, is 
accurate. That may make a difference. 
Perhaps, as we're told, he is changing 
his attitudes on other human rights 
issues-women and racial minorities. 
But what about the poor? And what 
about the patriarchy 'that controls all 
of us? 
We'll wait and see. 
AIDS (con'd fran pg.l) 
In the last few months, three local groups have been formed to jointly address the 
impact of AIDS in Maine. The Gay Heal th: 'Action Committee ( GHAC) is concerned with 
education, outreach and support services;; The Maine Health .Foundation is working 
to raise the funds necessary to finance public education and support services for 
AIDS patients. The Medical . Task Force is comprised of members of the medical and 
gay communities to ensure that information and concerns are exchanged and dissem-
inated. Some of the activities that GHAC has worked on: 
* A brochure has been recently reprinted that outlines ways to reduc·e the 
risks of contracting AIDS. These brochures have been distributed to gay 
organizations, bars and businesses from Saco to Caribou. Nearly 5000 peo-
ple have been made aware that there exists a local source ·of information 
and concerned people. The rights to another brochure are presently being 
pursued. 
* A list of the twenty most frequen~ly asked questions has been presented to 
the Medical Task Force for answers. These will be used by the City Hall 
Health Station, Gay People's Alliance and GHAC to respond to questions with 
the most up-to-date medical information available. 
* GHAC has been working with Roy Tripp, State Epidemiologist for Portland, in 
compiling a referr~l list of health care providers who have specifically 
stated that they are willing to provid~ medical services to the gay aJ:ld 
lesbi~n community in an open: and accepting atmosphere! This list will be 
available through GPA and GHAC. Anyone who has or knows of a medical pro-
fessional that ·should be on this list should get in touch with GHAC so that 
the necessary contact and discussions can be made. 
* A Speaker's Bureau is being formed to meet the requests of two groups: hos-· 
pitals and the media. Maine Medical Center and Osteopathic Hospital have 
made major commitments to p_roviding a forum in which information and con--
c·erns relating to gay heal th issues can be aired. GHAC has received several 
requests frum the local press for both print and TV interviews. WOMEN ARE 
NEEDED! Contact GHAC as soon as possible if you can help. 
* A six week workshop is being planned to discuss and confront many of the 
issues that are on our minds such as: diagnosis and treatment for AIDS, 
how to deal with an AIDS patient, how to deal with death and dying . 
There are many more things that could and should be done. Needed are ideas, 
people and (you guessed it) -- money. 
Where To Get More Information 
National Gay Task Force 1-S00- 221-7044 
city Hall Health s tation 775--5451 
u·. s. Public He:1.lth Service 1-800-342-AIDS 
Gay Heal t h Action Committ ee 
P.O. Box 10723, ·portland 04104 
FOR ™' GOOD TIMGS. THE 
LIGHT NIGHT TUESP~YS 
PIANO BAR· WEDN!SDAYS 4 SUNDAYS 
2.-4-1 DAAt=TS iHURSDAY5 
·J<EG P~RTY $UNDA'< AFTERNOONS 
II] spRING STREET 
771- 152..0 
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MAINELY MEN IV will be held Septem-
ber 30 through October 2 at Pilgrim · 
Lodge in West Gardiner, ten miles 
west of Augusta. Facilities include 
a lodge, cabins, trails, and canoes. 
Sare of the workshop t~s are: · 
passages in men's lives 
holistic health 
' sexual politics in male to male ' 
relationships 
improving relationships with 
others . 
the men's network, regional and 
national· 
Vegetarian meals will be provided · · 
fran Friday evening lmtil Slm.day 
noon. 'Ihere will also be entertainment 
and affinity· groups . 'Ihe :f;ee fo;r the . 
entire weekend is on a sliding scale .. 
according to incare. 'Ihe · fee ranges . 
fran twenty to fifty-five dollars. .· 
Applications are available at Our 
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, or by 
calling: Willie Willette (Portland) 
at 773-4127, or Dodd Roberts (Orono) 
at 866-2694, or Burt deFrees (Rumford 
Center) at 364-7535. 
WALK-A-THON FOR PEACE: In an effort . 
to raise funds for local, state, and 
national peace and disarmament eff-
orts, the National Nuclear Weapons 
Freeze Campaign is holding the First 
National Freeze Walk on October 1. 'Ihe 
Maine Freeze Campaign is hoping to see 
WALKS for PEACE throughout on that day. 
On Aug. 30, 7:30 µn., in the Preble 
Chapel,Curnberland Ave.,Portland, a 
planning meeting will be held for Ctnn-
berland and York Colmty. Interested 
individuals and group representatives 
are invited to attend. For further in-
formation, call Diane at 799-6905. 
WU.kDA'lS FROM 3PM 
VVEE~NPS' FROM I PM 
"Where Friends M_eet Friends" 
SANPWlCH MENU 
OUR BOOKS 
has moved to 
4 Pine St~ 
( Longfellow Sq.) 
New and Used Paper.backs 
Gay,Lesbiaa ,Feminist Boo ks 
Corner of Cross & Spring Sts. (207) 773-331 > 
· Portland, Maine 04101 
A 1ou.c'1 of NUJ Yark Co~ Al,ve ,;, f:brl:.land ( 
\l L' 
coF?EE ~tusE 
4.q Centtr Su-.aet 
Port{ancf · 
773-.3)83 
PASTR'< • SANOW1c.Hes • ~ • Pres cAi<es • ooNuTS • tJ u, cE s 
______..... .. - ,... .... - ....... 
'' rhe. Gre.qfc.ef Pfare ,;. -Hte w,,,.JJ. lo meet" 9ooJ f,.ie,,d.t, ~ /o..,, 
w,11, Class,'c," /4.u,c, Cantl/e/( ht, Freshf/oWtt'!-t>.ruf Yoe.. 
MON- SA1 9AM- 2..AM: 5UNt>A'< "PM-2AM 
U VE ENTER.T~N MENT ~'30 PM 
~ :r*._;f">e, ,,__ 
Auq ,-i.-13 ~kr- So.rgent - &njo ~ sw+Qr 
AWJ 1q -2.0 l<eVtn M1clc]le'f - (.p \ tt str-,n, ~\4it~r 
Aug 'l.l.-~7 B\~c.k. ctnd DelQne.'1- ~ t folk rock 
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.. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~supposed not to get angry. Well 
O P I what she was referring to really Ur eop. e did happen, but it happened one time. It wtis right after this period where I was getting all 
.. 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 .. lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllthis harrassment. Dirty pictures 
..• when I would come in in the 
morning, they would put some kind 
Carpenter, Teacher, Writer: · 
An_ Intei-view with 
Dale McCormick 
Dale has written a book on car-
pentry for women called Against 
The Grain. She was one of the 
writers of Ga¥ Side Story and 
played Anita in the play. She 
was also a member of the radical 
feminist newspaper collecf"fve in 
Iowa City, Iowa called "Ain't r. a 
Woman." Sse is currently writing 
the lyrics for Sister Turgida Cox 
and the N1~ettes show and will -be 
writing the lrrics for a new mus-
ical by Audacity Theate~. 
K: First o·f all, we should f ·ind 
out what yo·u ar·e doin·g t1ow. 
D: I _ am working at Cornerstones 
here in Brunswick. · r•ve been 
here three years. Since I came 
here in '80, my job de_scription 
has changed wildly, from being a 
contractor person and teach.er of 
the hands-on part of the program 
(which is real important to the 
way we run the school} to being 
more of a supervisor of the 
school. I have more management 
duties, which is interesting, but 
that takes away from working with 
your hands, which I really enjoy. 
I'm currently just'pondering that · 
difference, and what it means for 
my life. 
K: How did you end up at Corner-
stone·s? 
D: They offered me a job. Orig-
inally I was contracted by th.em 
to teach a house building course 
for women. I did that from Iowa, 
I commuted for two years .for one 
month a year to teach a three 
week course, which really caught 
on and is one of the most filled 
courses each year, during which, 
a11' these women who· have never 
used a power saw before come and 
build a house. It's amazing! 
And they get such a sense of 
power when they do it. It's just 
great, I love it, It is very ex-
citing to be part of it. 
, K: What about the book you wrote? 
D: Against T-he ·Grain, the book, 
is a carpentry manual for women, 
which _! wrote in '77 (printed by 
the Iowa City Women's Press, 529 
S. Gilbert St., Iowa City, Iowa). 
I had gotten through with my ap-
prenticeship that sununer; my 
friend Joan, who works on the 
Iowa City Press said, "Well, we 
are going to do a skills series 
and you are going to write the 
carpentry part." I had never 
really th.ought about writing a 
book. But they needed this book 
to be written, so~ just wrote it. 
I thought I would whip this book 
off in three months; I had no 
conception of what writing a book 
was like; it took two years. But 
I wrote it and illustrated it 
both; the illustration took six 
months. 
K: Were there ·any othe·r books 
that we·re p·rinted tn· thi"s s ·eries? 
D: Yes, The Greasy Thumb. Have 
you ever seen it? .It's an auto 
mechanics manual for women. 
Isn't that a great title? 
K: Also, you were the first wo-
man to be in the International 
Brotherhood ••• 
D: International Brotherhood of 
Carpenters and Joiners. Well, 
not the first woman, because 
there are a lot of women in there 
who work in millwork and plywood 
factories, but I think I was the 
first woman to complete the ap-
prenticeship and to be in the 
trade. 
K: How did that come about? How 
did you get inte·re·sted in the 
D: _ We 11.J _ it . was_ 19:ll_;_ I _ had just 
graduated from college with "a 
teaching certificate--if you re-
member, that's just when there 
were ·no jobs for teachers--! did 
not have a job. A friend of mine· 
saw an ad in the Iowa City Press 
Citizen that said they were ac-
cepting apprenticeship applica-
tions. I didn't really think I 
could get this, but it was con-
sistent with my politics and my 
whole (this was the early stage 
of women's liberation, you know) 
my whole ,view to push then on 
this. So I went down and appl:i.ed . 
I realized that I would like it · 
it's not like I did this just f~r 
political reasons. But I never 
thought I could have applied had 
I not been in the middle of a 
supportive group of •qomen who 
were saying, "Women don't have 
to be the way you have always 
been told." I was very careful 
with my application- I ,iave a 
boy~ name you know, and I let 
them think I was a boy; i had 
male friends bring in the appli-
cation. I had been arrested dur-
ing the Viet Nam War; -and I 
thought _ they could easily keep 
me out for bad moral character 
and really it would have b~en 
because I was a woman. We go~ 
past all those hurdles, I had 
verbal witnesses saying tfiat the 
application was fine. I finally 
prought in the application and 
the guy could not be 1 -::..,~ve it. 
It took him literally five min-
utes of double takes to ;ust .•. 
he said, "T_his is for yo~r hus-
band, right? Dale is your hus-
band, right?" "Nope, that's me." 
He says,"This is for your brother 
right?" He. just couldn't hear it. 
I said-"No, no it really is me." 
and he · said,"I know -who sent ' you. 
The government ·sent you didn 't 
they?" "N-o-o-0, I want to be an 
apprentice." And-)le says "They 
could have done better, they 
could have sent a black woman." 
He wasn't getting it at all. I 
had to take a test; there were 
12-13 of us who applied. I got 
the hightest grade, so they 
really had to interview me ••• I 
had them. Plus there were two 
very liberated male carpenters 
on the board who I'm sure went 
to bat for me. 
K: . Did you ~ ~ny harrassment 
while you~ in the union? 
D: Yes, when I was a 3rd and 4th 
year apprentice I started getting 
a lot of ha;-rassment. Verbal har-
rassment and grafitti, and I 
think it's because I knew some-
thing then. I really hadn't got 
it too much except just being an 
o.ddity, which is hard enough. 
But then it started getting too 
hard to take. I .ended up filing 
a suit with the local human rights 
commission for sexual harrass-
ment; and won. They sort of moni-
tored my last . two years of my 
apprenticeship, which was really 
helpful. 
A guy at work is marrying an 
Iowa woman and went last week to 
Iowa to meet her parents and he 
came back with all these stories 
about me. He said,"! met a woman 
who was a carpenter and they 
still tell stories about you." 
It's been 12 years, and I g.o, 
"oh my god, I'm a legend in my 
own time", and laughed. He asked 
this woman "Tell me the best 
story you ever heard about Dale, 
so she says, "Well, they say she 
went around smashing lunch boxes 
_________ ...... ___________ all the time- smashing thermoses 
by{' Max Mellenthin with her hammer." And they use 
union? 
,.. ______ ... ..., ... __________ me as an example of how you're 
of pin-up right by my peg where 
I ~ould hang up my hat and coat 
in the warm-up shack, just to see 
what I would do. There would be , 
like 20 carpenters and 10 brick-
layers just sitting waiting for 
the show. It was really getting 
me, with obscene little things 
in my lunch box, graffitti in the 
ba~hroom ... but these dirty pic-
tures wer.e the last straw, and I 
went to the foreman and said,· 
"Hey, what can you do about this?" 
He said, "Oh, boys will be boys. 
They're just trying to get ya." 
And I said, "They are getting me 
and I don't like i~ He said, 
"I can't do anything." So I fin-
ally went to the supervisor~ it 
happened again on Friday -two, 
I got two that day. I came in and 
was holding this dirty picture. 
He said, "Hey, you got another 
dirty picture, huh?" and I said, 
"Yeah, are you· goin.g to be able · 
to do something about. this?" He 
said, "I ·can't do anything, they 
are only trying to get you." I 
said, "Yeah, I know they are, if 
they were doing this to Willie 
(the bla~k laborer) you wouldn't 
let this go on. There are laws 
against it." He said, "Well~ I 
can't do anything." I -was just 
furious! I had had it! I took 
my hammer from my holster and I 
marched back from his little 
trailer back to the warm up shack . 
were I found- who I would describe 
as my arch prick rival -Rainer. 
He was one of the instigators and 
one of the meanest guys. Oh, first 
I met Joe Premmick on the way 
and he was another bad guy (he 
was about a 220 pound laborer on 
the job) and I took him by the 
scruff of the shirt and I said, 
"Are you putting those dirty 
pictures up?" He _ said, ,·No. No, 
it wasn't me." He like can't 
believe it, and so I let him go 
and I tromped on to the warm up 
shack and found Rainer there; I 
knew he was the one who was doing 
it and I looked at all of them. 
(there were about ten of them 
milling around after work) and 
I said, "OK, which one of you -
been putting these dirty pictures 
up?" and they said "I don't know, 
I don't know." And I said·, "This 
shit has got to stop! ·' I had my 
hammer in my hand and there were 
all these lunch boxes lined 
neatly in a row upon a bench 
near the table. I took my ham-
mer; one blow, just one went 
down, broke the top of a lunch 
box and there was this 'ssshhh' 
sound, cause I broke a thermos. 
It happened to be Rainer's 
lunch box; I couldn't have ·,,::_~k-· 
ed a better one. qe comes around 
~he table to me and he says, 
Hey, you better get me another 
luch box by Monday." He'~ 6' 2" 
and I go (I had run out of good . 
lines by that time, so I go), 
"Not until this shit stops!" 
So I left and he smashed in my 
. tool box. When I came into work 
on ~onday- I couldn't even go . 
to work cause my tools were in 
there- I took 20 minutes of com-
pany time to straighten it out. 
So that night I went down to 
~he city offices and I said, 
Hey, you know I have the job 
;and everything_ like that but, 
they are sore of harrassing me. 
1
Are there laws against that?" 
The secretary said, "There cer-
tainly is. Sign this, sign this, 
sign this." It was great. So 
that was the story; I mean it 
really did happen but it wasn't , 
like I made a habit of smashing 
lunch boxes. And as a matter 
of fact, I learned from that 
that I could not go on at that 
level of anger. 
Psycholo~ically it was so good 
for me to have filed that suit 
because whenever they were 
shitty to me I could just say, 
"I don't have to de.al with this: 
bigger powers- bigger than you 
or I -are looking at you right 
this minute." I really felt om-
nipotent. It was so much to have 
the · pcwer of the state on your 
side; 01,e of the few times I 
ever had it on my side. I highly 
recotmnend it. 
K: What was the name of the 
~ +ou workedcm? - --
If:Ain t I a woman:- You know 
that l.t is from the famous 
speech by Sojourner Truth in 
front of the Seneca Falls Women's 
Convention. "Ain't I a woman. 
flhat man over there says I have 
to be helped into carriages .and 
·lifted over puddles, and ain't 
I a woman." Oh boy, that's a 
great speech. So that was the 
name of the paper. It was very 
radical lesbian/feminist. We were 
not into being mainstream at 
all. And we were even left wing 
in the women's movement. We 
printed from 1971 to 1974. 
K: How many issues in all? 
D: I'd say 30 all together. 
There were four volumes: about 
15 issues in the first volume, 
ten in the 2nd and five in the 
third and maybe 2-3 in the 
last. -But they got bigger and 
~ore comprehensive. We had 
a day care issue that, was 
30-40 pages long that was 
quite a good little piece. 
But we were a collective. 
These were the real radical 
days in Iowa City so we called 
it the Women's Liberation 
Front. We had cells, there was 
the gay cell, the newspaper 
cell and the day care cell. 
K: Were all of these women. 
lesoian?-- - --- ---
D: No. Straight women too, 
but as the years went on more 
and more became lesbians. Some 
of them became lesoians •.. 
K: For political reasons? 
D: Yeah, it was an issue act-
ually. It was such a phenome-
non that we had names for it · 
that were "new gay" and "old 
gay". "Old gay" were people 
who basically came out with-
out the help of feminism- or 
before feminism came along. 
Although, you can still have 
"old gay" people now, if they 
live out in the boonies, came 
out in high school, that -would 
still be "old Ray" now.· And 
there are the new gay" . people 
who because of realizing the 
power relationship between 
men and women and realizing 
they could bond with other 
women~t they became gay. 
So that was a big phenomenon; 
I think it probably still is. 
·But people are less into 
polarizing now than they were 
then. Somehow it was import-
ant for us to maintain our 
"old gay" identity; because 
we had a different view of 
what the gay cell or lesbian 
cell should do or what the 
lesbian's place was in the 
movement than the "new gay" 
people did. 1 
K: Because? 
D: They could be homophobic, 
I think, sometimes. The second 
issue of the paper, we put out 
a list of 10-12 demands. 
Demands of whom I don't know ••. 
of the p~wers that be, of the 
state. We were pretty Marxist 
in terms of who we were fight-
ing and these demands ran the 
gambit of wonderful demands. 
It wasn't just women's demands; 
you see the women's movement 
I felt was so huge that it en-
compassed all movements. The 
philosophy of it had good 
class politics and_race politics 
and ecological politics; it 
was very i~tegrated. We had 
extremely unmeetable demands 
on all these issues like free 
medical care and free houBing. 
K: How was yodr ~ supported? 
D: t:lesurvive on street sal~s. 
! · used to hawk it on the str!ets 
of Iowa.City. I would hawk a lot 
of them in about '71-'72. 
K: Well, how many people lived NAIAD Press •. books (a feminist 
in Iowa ~tty? --- publishing house). T:hey printed 
D: Pro'o"a y about 40, 000 then. Sinister Wisdom , and they do job 
I could s-ell 25-30 papers and printing . Tlien they have th.e 
make $12 an af t ernoon. And we Greasy Thumb and Against the 
had subscriptions and god knows Grain, they have to keep up with 
what else. The printers cost because the sale of the books 
was about $165 an issue. For have kept going. Against the 
awhile we would put out t;he Grain has sold like 25, 000 copies 
paper every two weeks; which since '77. Which is great for a 
is incredible when I thi nk of little press; it's unheard of. 
it. Boy, were we dedicated, 5 K: So .~ ·did you~ after 
meetings a week at least . Fri- Iowa City? 
day was always the printer day. D: Here to Maine . I needed to 
We would get together that week leave because I was so k nown 
and lay it out.,. I learned that there. I was . a fou!!dino mother 
skill in doing Ain't I a Woman of that community. I !:'ou .ldn' t 
and it's a good skill to have. turn around but SO!lll:)body liked 
Imagine learning a skill in · or didn't like it. Anc why can't 
. radical politics that has held I just turn around without no-
you in good stead; I think that body saying anything. So, when 
is pretty funny. We would lay Cornerstones offere<l me the job 
it out until about 12pm on I came. Its been quite an adjust-
Thursday, · someone would get up ment because it is very differ-
early Friday to get it to the ent here. What I came from was 
print.ers. We were always losing this very ingrown, tota t lY sep- . 
printers because we were so .aratist, very politcal, very 
ra·dical. The last printer we "shduldy" community. What is 
lost ••• we had a good printer here '..is a very loose , flowing, 
in Independence, Iowa, and we whole state where we are talk-
kept it a secret, we felt we ing. It is very unjudgemental 
needed ~reat security because .. and very into being unjudge-
we didn t want everbodv to know n•ental. · 
II I STEPHEN ASKED THIS WOMAN, TELL ME THE BEST 
~TORY YOU EVER HEARD ABOUT DALE,' SO SHE SAYS, 
WELL, THEY SAY SHE WENT AROUND SMASHING 
LUNCH BOXES ALL THE TIME-- SMASHING THERMOSES 
WTTH HER HAMMER,,,, 
i1here we had it printed. We 
always assumed the FBI was 
keeping track'·:of us because we 
were totally anti-American. 
Remember when women's self-
examination came out? The self-
help movement? We did a pull-out 
center spread on self-examin-
ation-- so we had wide open 
beavers in the middle of the 
paper. Of all the things we 
had said that were extremely 
anti-American, he didn't see 
it, but wide open beaver-health 
-it was too much. He said, 
"Girls, we can't print your 
paper anymore . " It was incred-
ible, we couldn't believe it. 
K: Were Rhey <!Tawings? · 
D: ~t ey were photographs. 
But to us, who were so radical 
saw this whole self-help fem-' 
inist health center as pretty , 
liberal. We thought this was 
liberal and armed struggle was 
where it was at .. The printer 
didn't feel that way. 
K: So what change_£ all of that? 
Whatnappened to you aftert:nat? 
~ell, in thewomen"s move=--
men~ there, we kept dealing wi th 
different stages of conscious-
ness or different oppressions. 
We had dealt with race and the 
gay is sue, _and we had just 
started dealing with class. The 
working class women vs. middle 
class women and that was ulti-
mately the struggle that split 
· everybody. I t didn't just split 
the paper, it split the whole 
community. There \w as an out and 
out fight that scared everybody . 
Supposedly, the one side was 
pro-working class and the other 
side, very intere&tingly enough, 
was calling themselves pro-gay. 
It was a very complicated split: 
it was miscommuni~ated, misunder-
stood and homophobic on the pare 
of the working class women. It 
was billed as either you were 
for working class women or ·you 
were against them. All of the 
people who saw it as more comflex 
couldn'.t just do that; couldn t 
just be for working class women 
cause that faction was quite · 
homophobic. What happened was 
this big fight. Both ~amps pulled 
back; in pulling back, a lot of 
people left town, including the 
core of the paper. So I think 
at that point we basically stop-
ped printing the paper. 
But what happened. because we 
had such problems with the print-
ers (we had 2-3 in the course of 
the four years) we realized the 
power of the press was very im-
portant for the revolution. So 
we started the press. They were 
not actually women who were on 
the Ain't I a Woman collective, 
buc they were cohorts. They 
started the Iowa City Women's 
Press; which exists to this day, 
one of the oldest feminist 
presses in .the country. K: Do they print books primarily 
like yours? 
!5":"They used to print all of 
K: We used to be though. I 
thiiilc it ha~ changed a lot 
~h. Tne,re· were a Iot of 
clas es aroundsyniposium;r sup-
pose that was our political bat-
tlefieldfor several years. This 
year it was refreshing with the 
~ and all. It felt more like 
~ unit'red'"struggl~ -- --
D: No wonder it was so exciting. 
Well, when I came here it took 
some ~.djusting. They say it ·: :• 
takes 6 months to a year to get 
used to a place . I think that 
was true for me. I had a couple 
of adjustments ; one was -the · size 
of the town. Iowa City i&- a town 
of 50,000 and Bath has 5,000 and 
including Brunswick that 10,000. 
It took me about six months to 
realize that that 'was a facto r 
at all. I thought it was all 
politics and between lesbian and 
gay communities there and here. 
I don't think it was at all; I 
think it had to do with getting 
used to a smaller town- I had 
underestimated that. What I ; 
think I was trying to do was to 
take care of my needs. So I went 
out to try to get to know what 
kind of community there was 
here. Some of us formed the 
Lavender Caucus of the Sarah 
Orne Jewitt Society, here in 
Brunswick. It's ·a very loose 
organization of wome n, basi~ally 
we give dances. My theory was 
that other things might come 
out of that if people were just 
brought together. 
But basically it has stayed 
pretty social; geez, I think we 
are going on two years now. But 
also, I didn't want to come and 
foist my politics on them. I am 
very critical of Iowa City poli-
tics and what we did wrong and 
I .didn't want ... ! thought the 
love and acceptance of the peo-
ple here in the movement was 
refreshing, I love it. It's 
nice and I think it happened 
back there to but ... so I have 
sort of not been pushing. Also, 
it seems like a time not to push . 
And, I think I ' ve been in a 
place where I was totally outer 
directed in terms of politics, 
totally Obse_ssed with __politics 
and everything outside myself. 
I never dealt with me. I thought 
I knew who I was but, - hey, I 
didn't. I mean I ·knew who I was 
but I didn't have any idea about 
all the things that drove ~e, 
.like being a co-alcoholic or all 
those inward looking things that 
I needed to struggle with. So 
I've been doing that. 
K: Per·sonal ·growth. Looking at 
yourself ... . 
D: Because I did none of that, 
NONE! I just didn't deal with 
any problems I had. 
K: That's· q
11
ite often true of 
politicos· t ·ou,h. . 
D: Do you thin ? 
K: Yeah, I think also since the 
times are:-not C~rriblypoITtical 
that .. -.- - ... -- --
D: Might as well, huh? But you 
pa$e 5 
J,.now, there are a lot of things blocked Act II. -After that John, 
to do politically in Maine. I Tony and I stayed and talked for 
have sort of been watching myself an hour. But it was neat, Ken, 
do or not do them. and it is in- it was like I -had my Goat on, · I 
te r est:tng what I am. choosing.· was ready to go and we: had this 
Like what I think I ha'-'2 energy long conversation that could 
for now is Audacity Theater. And have happened after dinner, but 
I totally don't want to be a we did it on the lamb. It had 
separatist anymore. I'm totally power none~heless. So we started 
not into that and I've roved liking each other a lot. The 
getting to know all the men in next time Tony and I say each 
Gay Side· Story. I mean, I've other we sort of said it to each 
· Ei~en . a separatist for 17 years, other. I said,"Tony , I really 
dyed in the wool, I didn't even like you. " and He said, "T' ve 
know anything else. You could been going around saying I have 
live your whole life in a com- a crush on you to everyone," So 
mu.nity and would have more than it was neat. One of the th i ngs 
enough to deal with; you don't that 'Gay Side Sto~ meant to me 
need to go out looking for men was meeting you an Tony and 
to deal with. Here it's much John and really getting to have 
more open, much more integrated ' feelings, I mean real affection-
in the movement and it great. ate feelings for you. I hadn't 
K: That's something that is new, had that. ha,ren' t had too many , 
and it has · been greaF'o'ecause as male fn .c:,ndB in my life, that I 
~ ~ tnen · we have been separatea was confortaole with . That's 
f .rom lesbians because of · polib.- quite a difference. 
Cal-differences, that fiave · been The writing was just am~zing 
rti\portant 1=._b our developmen~ because we started out thinking 
but has since changed and ~e are .that we would just change it a 
now realizing .. ~r common st rug- little bit. We had a copy of 
gl_e. 'l!_e cg:_e starting 1=._o appre- West Side Story and we thought 
ciate bur differences ; I think we would just change the genders, 
more from women though. - --- but basically keep it the same. 
D: You mean that women are Then Tony and John came in and 
starting to appreciate men more? I think they influenced the 
K: Yes. group to think that we could 
D: !would sa~t that is true. rewrite it more. In that meet-
K: You were ~ of the original ing I missed, the whole thing 
writers of G~y ·s1.de St0ry,· how changed f~orn rewritin': a few 
did Y<;>U get inv,; vec wi_:.}l ~? lines here and there to toatlly 
D; This flows l.'ight in. This is rewriting the whole thing. So I 
a con;t inuum of what we a..:-e doing , said alright ar,d we ass.igned 
. this chronology. When I got here, scenes • . We would come with those 
and got involved in the Lavender scenes written and we would read 
caucus, I didn • t know. ·anybody ex- them. Boy was it exciting! I 
cept the Brunswick Lesbians and remember when I wrote the Red 
a few 0 ~ the Augusta girls (or Rose Old Clothes scene, I really 
the Hallowell Harlots as they got off on it. I never had writ-
are called). some how I got to ten a play and I just loved 
know Elze; ah, from the first writing this play. I sat down on 
Gay Symposium, because she was . my bed to write my scene and it 
a friend of so.1\e of the Belfast just wrote itself. I thought 
women that I know up there be- what would Sophia say and what 
cause they are carpenters . Elze would Anita say; they just wrote 
ana I corresponded politically, themselves. I ~ead it and they 
she ·,,ould tell me what things liked it and it was such a big 
were happening and I would tell thing because I wrote the whole 
r.er what was happening . . One day potatoe head part and didn't 
I went down to an event irl Port- know whether they would get it. 
land and met all of the Portland I was doing a parody ~f politic-
community (the core around the al people and Elze was ·on the 
newsletter) • Tl:eu 1 9·ot totally floor, so was Tony and they all 
involved with them because they . • . ."Now do you get that, about 
were so .. nice. That first night the lower class Canadian pota-
they were talking about Gay toes ;11 they said, "We get it, we 
Side Story. Elze watned to do get it." It was totally obvious 
. this musical ·for the Symposium to them , and it was wonderful. 
II I 1 VE BEEN A SEPARATIST FOR 17 YEARS,DYED I I I 
IN THE WOOL, I DIDN 1 T EVEN KNOW ANYTHING ELSE, 
YOU COULD LIVE YOUR WHOLE LIFE IN A COMMUNITY 
AND WOULD HAVE MORE THAN ENOUGH TO DEAL WITH ; 
YOU DON 1 T NEED TO GO OUT LOOKING FOR MEN TO 
DEAL WITH, HERE IT IS MUCH MORE OPEN, MUCH 
MORE INTEGRATED IN THE MOVEMENT AND IT
1 S GREAT," 
-md eo le would sa we.1.1 p p y, I I 
.,ant. to dance and. they started 
snapping their fingers. It was 
just a myth at that point. I 
said to Elze that I would be 
interested in working on that. 
So I kept mentioning that to 
her and finally we set a meet-
ing, in late October or Novem-
ber . The :,1,>eting was just women, 
I think, she hadn't gotten the 
men together yet. Tony and John 
came sometime in December and 
I remember Cheryl and I had 
both missed a meeting and Tony 
and John had both been to that, 
so I felt proprietory about the 
play and they started· to feel 
proprietory because they had 
already been there and thought 
they had been introduced to 
everybody. Both of us, them 
about me and n=: a.t,out them 
thought, "Uh-oh, TROUBLE." 
They thought I was an uppety 
woman and I thcught, "Oh boy, 
typical males trying tQ take 
over; b e c~~se John had come 
with this cyped sheet· saying 
·Suggested director, suggested 
technical, suggested ... and 
you know a lot of them were 
men; and I go, hey wait! We 
didn't work it out that meet-
ing. I was st i l.i pissed at 
them and they t.:ere probably 
pissed at fue, all under 
the table, nocting was really 
said, just glaring body lang-
uage. Somehow at the next 
meetin ~ it all got worked out ; 
Then WA s• ·,u.-ted to get to know 
each · otber a :1d I wtc .·,t over to 
their house for som<:! reason. 
That was the time Tony .and I 
The same thin WO ld h en w g u app ith 
other people's scenes, I was 
down on my lcnees it was so· 
funny. The most we would do· 
it was an incredibly supportive 
environment -was, _. say dicin' t 
we loose this character in Scene 
1, what ever happened to him? 
And we would say, oh my god yes 
and we would track him through. 
And tPe time line, like, what 
'is night and what is day; when 
does that really happen; and 
adding things for clarity. We 
would rewrite some of that in 
our meeting but just lines . here 
and tt,ere. Or we would say we 
need tl,a men to say something 
here so you guys work up some-
thing for the R~d Rose Old 
Clothes scene. And John came 
up with the whole "Walking in 
the Ra~n" scene- that's not 
part of West Side Story but he 
just threw it in. So it was an 
amazingly creative process. 
~e clicked as a team. It was a 
real high point for me. It was 
doing ~omething collectively, 
with a group. I just loved 
putting in all that time, I 
didn't mind it at all. It was 
the center of my life for 9 
months; it was like having a 
baby. And singing and dancing, 
I love musicals, so it was a 
dream come true to be in one. 
Never had been in o ,1e. To sing 
to Sparky, to sing your feel-
ings- after that song really 
clicked, when our harmony fin-
ally worked, I felt like orgasm. 
Ar.d just about everytime we sang 
to·,Tet.her I got that feeling. 







Don't trust, deny, detach, 
Don't say how I feel. 
Keep it all inside. 
Hope it: just ain't real. 
Pretend it never happened 
Don't show the. pain. 
And maybe, maybe maybe, 
It won't happen again. 
- Bob Garrecht 
MALE BONDAGE 
Caught by the fear 
of not living up to 
patriarchial standards 
of masculinity, 
I begin to lose 
confidence 
in just being myself, 
a man. 
Bob Garrecht 
LYNN SCOTT and ANITA ROSSIEN, . les-
bian feminist therapists from Boston, 
are holding a weekend workshop titled 
"Body,Mind,and Beyond",Sept. 30 to 
October 2 at Blueberry Cove, a 30 
acre camp set on the coast 15 miles 
from Rockland.- Cost is $75. per woman 
inclusive of meals and accomodation. 
For further infonnation write: Blue-
berry Cove, Box 520, Tenants Harbor; 
· Me. 04860, or call 207-372-6353. 
Old Woman 
walks into the morning 
into the sea opening waves 
leaving them unchanged 
holding our jewel hearts 
in her hands toward the light 
for our recognition 
gathering our attention. 
we were never told about her 
she is amongst us 
not looming over us. 
she knocks on the periphery 
of our worlds 
and points to a reflection 
of her within us. 
old woman walks 
into the morning 
into the sea opening waves 
leaving them unchanged 
she has survived the slow slaughter 
she is still singing 
we are getting ready to listen 
-Barbara Maria 
South Portland apartment-newly decorated 
two bedrooms, living room, kitchen 
Includes: garage space, heat, hot water 
private use of patio no pets 
$425.00 plus security deposit 
call Greg at 773-3839 (days only) 
the Cafe 
AT 129 SPRING STREET 
WISHES ALL THE BEST FOR 




In a ~nt of casual surmer 
when you trust heat barefooted 
and ungated. When your · neck arches 
. back on the slope of .the wave, 
your laugh lines surface · 
from the movement 
in your unforgotten dark. 
In your dark 
where the wild mare 
steps forward 
through the protective chest. 
In a ~nt 
of ease at the boundary 
. when you trust 
what is too unlocked to see. 
- Barbar a Maria 
· It's the-Bob and Rico Show 
by Jon LaGassey 
On August 4, Portlanders were 
treated to a rare fonn of entertain-
ment for the local gay club circuit. 
Cycles, Portland's only leather bar, 
presented a night club act featuring 
Rico Estabrook on piano and Bob Carr 
on vocals, both local artists. 
Broadway show tunes, was well received 
by a packed house. Bob has an enig-
matic. stage presence and he easily 
captured the audience. More than 
just an entertainer, he projects a 
deep personal feeling in his singing. 
However he a4',ays brings the audience 
back around to the lighter side with 
such tunes as "Anyone Cari Whistle", 
· and ''I Never Do Anything Twice''. 
Rico and Bob seemed quite comfort-
able together in their first perfonn-
ance as a duo, and hopefully this _is 
just the beginning. The two worked 
together once before in the Audacity 
Theater production of ''Gay Side Story''. 
Rico was the show's musical director 
and the only musician. Bob played 
the part of Tony, the latent, who 
falls .in love with David, the gay 
activist. Bob's solo was that now 
ballad of latency, "Sornething's 
Corning", and it was only right that 
he perfonn it once again gor the 
Cycles show. 
The two have another show planned 
at Cycles f~r mid-Augu~t, and now 
that they aretogether, we're all wait-
ing to see what the future will bring. 
Keep your eyes open for these two. 
l iiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiliil This is local. talent of good quality and you won't want to miss it. 
23 MAIN $TREET, ROCKPORT 236-2030 
"Our immediate goal is to stop the Cruise and 
Pershing 2 missile deployment in Europe this fall. 
For these weapons will de.stroy even what fragile 
uneasy peace we now have.,, 
The Women's EncampmetJt for a Future 
of Peace and Justice 
We apeclallze In books by and about women, 
altemqtlve energy, health car• and nutrition. 
Mon.-Fri. 9-8:30, Sat. and Sun. 9-5 
59 Center Street 




Hottest Men Meet" 
Sunday and Monday- Movies at 9:00 P.M. 
Tuesday - Two For One Drinks 
Wednesday - 50¢ Draft In Iced Mugs 
Thursday - Men's Night Out-
Friday - Levi/Western Night 
Saturday - Portland Leather Night 
On Sunday, September 25, a FLEA 
MARKET FAIR with food and entertain-
ment will be held (rain or shine) at 
Back.street,390 COllIIlercial St. in 
Portland. The event is sponsored by 
the Harbor Masters and is a benefit 
for the Maine Health Foundation. 
Hours- are 12 - 5 µn. Table rental is 
ten dollars. For more information or 
to volunteer to work on organizing 
the event, call 773-3564. 
LESBIAN MOTHERS and GAY FATHERS are 
a m:i,nority within a minority. Although 
we enjoy the advantage of being par-
ents, we are also subject to great con-
flict between our parenting roles and 
our "places" in the gay coomunity. The 
straight world really doesn't acknow-
ledge our existence because they can't 
categorize us., and the gay coomunity 
scmetimes seems as unaccepting of us. 
As a gr.oup, perhaps we can help each 
other overccme scme of these conflicts. 
Our special circumstances produce 
special needs that a lesbian/gay par-
ents group could help meet. Anyone in-
terested in helping form a group for 
us, please get in touch with: 
GLP 
c/o Our Paper 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland, Me. o41ol or 
call 772-4741, or 780-4085 and 
leave a message for Frank 
In J1,1ly, I moved to San Francisco 
· from Portland, Maine -- on faith, as 
fate would have it, never having vis-
ited here before. · What I knew about 
the city (or "The City",as San Fran-
ciscans are wont to label it) could 
easily fit on a 3" x 5" index card, 
and was received primarily from the 
trash culture around me. San Fran-
cisco was the place where one should 
"wear scme flowers in your hair"' 
where Tony Bennett left his heart, 
where Jeanette MacDonald trilled for 
it to open its Golden Gate. It 
meant cable cars climbing fog-quilted 
hills advertising Rice-a-Roni ("that 
San Francisco treat"); it meant 
. drugged out hippies frolicking in 
Golden Gate Park while drugged-out 
gay men frolicked on Castro Street. 
And it meant earthquakes. • • -
page 7 
over the left breast encouraging the 
reader to "Bend Over, I'll Drive". 
(This week's tee is· in .the self-revel.-
atory mood: "I never liked flies un-
til I opened one.") · Available in news-
. paper dispensers alongside The Wall 
Street Journal and The San Francisco 
Chronicle are Swingers'""""i5Irectory 
and The Pleasure Guide. 
These are rather extreme examples 
illustrating San Francisco's reputa-
tion as an open-minded, loose-living 
city where people seeking freedom from 
the strictures of mainstream America--
refugees, if you will-- eventually 
find themselves. This is a place 
where the ideal of diverse people liv-
ing together harmoniously really seems 
to work. Ethnic and sexual minorities 
far outnl.llilber those of the hetero-
Caucasian persuasion. 
As with all stereotypes, scme basis 
in fact was to be found in all this. 
The fog-quilted hills are indeed 
here, but the cable cars are out of 
coomission until next June. The hip-
pies have either gone the way of the 
- buffalo or to Boulder, Colorado,but 
the Castro is still (choose one) 
All is not perfect in Paradise,how-
ever. In the Chinatown sweatshops, wo-
men work scandalously long hours for 
scandalously low pay. San Francisco, 
like other urban centers, has its 
hcmeless street people. Alcohol con-
Sl.llllption here is higher than in other 
cities of its size. Fag-baiting and 
bashing still occur. I have been here 
two weeks and have been yelled at 
OPEN WEDNESDAY thru FRIDAY 
From 1 a.m. to Da"wn · 
• COIIIIDCW ST., POIUAND, IIE. 
207/772-9538 
(a) The Bonafide Gay Mecca of the 
Western World; or (b) A Gay Ghetto 
Where Ariy Sense of Respon~ibility to 
the World-At-Large Is Lost to Hedonism. 
Though I haven'.t experienced one 
yet, earthquakes do happen: the first 
advice I'got upon my arrival was what 
to do in the event of one. (''Stand in 
a doorway and wait.") And finally, 
though .I've been on the alert for it, 
Tony Bennett's heart is, alas, no-
where to be found. · 
I have always thought of myself as 
having radical-fringe leanings, part-
icularly in the arenas of culture and 
society, but I Im.1st admit that I 
found my New England sensibilities 
just a wee bit jarred as I ambled 
down Market Street toward the Castro 
for the first time.The shop windows 
alone_would send Pete Parisi into par-
oxysms. There ' s a store,' 'Hard On Lea-
thers", where leather-clad mannequins 
exhibit superhl.llllan,ahem, d:ilnensions. 
A T-shirt emporium proclaims its 
choice for "T-shirt of the Week"; a 
black one with subtle blue letters, 
·ce, seme~hing chat very rarely hap-
pened in Portland. (Why anyone would 
waste his time and breath yelling 
"faggo~" when Im.1ch of the city falls 
into that category >is beyond me .•. ) . 
Relations between the Hispanic Miss-
ion District and the Gay Castro are 
particularly strained, and separatist 
sentiments between lesbians and gay 
men -- each hav~ their own distinct 
subculture -- are apparent. 
So San Fran is not the heaven-on- · 
earth some would have us believe. But 
in a city where fully one-third of the 
voting public is estimated to be gay 
or- lesbian, in which it is illegal to 
discriminate on the basis of sexual 
preference, and which includes a sec-
tion ethnically defined as gay turf, 
the closet does beccme a fading memory. 
San Francisco with all its problems 
and frustrations is moving toward what 
can be, and that feeds the soul with 
hope-. 
------------· FL'-c~ 'I & ON LY,1.•;.........., _______ _, 
PHIVATE GA.Y C1..,UB IN NA.INH 
_ ...... SPORTSMANS CLUB ............ 
S unday: nappy huur All Hite 
Pot of Gold, 10-11-12 pm 
hon.& Wed: lfappy Hour, 8-10 
Tues: 0JJORTS11.llNS T-shirt nite 
well 1 iquor, 75¢ 
Thurs: Happ y Ho ur All Nite 
Pri.& Sa t: 2nd Pl oor Game Room 
a,o.i11J 
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Friday and Saturday, Sep 2 & 3 
Alan Kausal (acoustic guitar & 
vocal) at Bill's Coffee i-Iouse., 
49 Center st., Portland 
Monday, · Sep 5 
Labor Day Barbecue and fare-
well to Summer Party. at Cycles 
57 Center st., Portland, 4 pm 
Wednesday, Sep 7 
Take Back The Night (organizing 
,committee meeting) at the YWCA 
87 Spring st., Portland, 6 pm 
Sunday, Sep 11 
Tim & Shelley at the Under-
ground, 3 Spring st., Portland 
Audacity Theater (general meet-
ing), USM Student Union Lounge, 
92 Bedford st., Portland, 7 pm 
Friday and Saturday, Sep 16 & 17 
Salem Street (traditional and 
contemporary folk) at Bill's 
Coffee House, 49 Center st., 
Portland 
First Anniversary Weekend at 
the Spring Street Gy.m, 11,7 
Spring st., Portland 
Saturday, Sep 17 
Harbor Masters Leather/Levi 
Club Night at Cycles, 57 
Spring St., Portland 
"An Evening With Kay Gardner" 
Cruise on Casco Bay beginning 
at 7 pm, $10, tickets can be 
purchased from the Feminist 
Spiritual Community, state 
Street Church, Portland. 
-.i.o. tets o "'Oe_,._f**** 1201, 646-9056 
d, ~ oc . .,. 
**** °'v,ce ~-
tte t> ~f 
.. ef te""' YELLOW MONKEY 
.:> GUEST HOUSES and MOTEL UNJTS 
EFFICIENCIES. T.V.'S, AIR CONDITIONING 
WALKING DISTANCE TO OCEAN BEACH & TOWN 
VICTOR CAFFESE 
PETER WINN 
44 MAIN ST. (RT. 1) 
OGUNQUIT. MAINE 03907 
Sunday, Sep 18 
K Max Mellenthin . exhibit. be-
gi~at the Spring Street Gy.m 
117 Spring st: , Portland 
Monday, Sep 19 
Harbor Masters dinner (guests 
·we lcome) _at Cycles, 57 Center 
st. , Portland 
Thursday, ~ep ; 2 
Live Cabaret with Bo.b Carr & 
Rico Estabrook at Cycles, 57 
Center St., Portland 
Saturday, Sep 24 
"Come-as-you-sleaze Party", 
Spring Street Gy.m, 117 Spring 
st., Portland, 9 pm 
Sunday, Sep 25 
Flea Market Fair at the Back-
street, 390 Commercial st., 
Portland, 1 to 5 pm 
Tuesday, Sep 27 
"Sex Discrimination in the In-
surance Indus.try" a discus-
sion with Christine Torraca, 
National NOW board member, at 
the YWCA, 87 Spring st., Port-
land, 7:30 pm 
Friday, Sep 30 
AIDS Fundraiser Dance, UMO 
Memorial Union, Orano, live 
music, ·open to all 
Friday-Sunday, ~Sep 30-0ct 2 
Mainely Men Weekend - for in-
formation cal Willy, 773~4127 
(Portland): Dodd, 866-2694 
(Orono); or Burt, 364-7535 
(Rumford) 
"Body, Mind, and Beyond" Week-
end - for more information call 
Blueberry Cove, Box 520, 
Tenants Harbor, Me 04860, or 
call ·372-6353 
19'5 Congress St - On The Hill 





Interweave Portland - first Sat:;urday of the month, 
Allen Ave. Universalist Church, 524 Allen Ave., 
6 P.M. potluck and meeting. 
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday of the month, 
Unitarian Church, Main St . , 6 P.M. potluck and 
meeting. 
Interweave Augusta - last Saturday of the month, 
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St., 6 P.M. 
potluck and meeting. 
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Saturday, 8 P.M., First 
Parish Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St., Portland, 
upstairs. 
Sundays 
Men's Network - first Sunday of the month, Preble 
St. Chapel, 331 Cunberland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P.M. 
potluck and social. ' 
Mondays 
Feminist Spiritual Camru.nity, every Monday, 7 P.M., 
State St. Church, Portland. 
Tuesdays 
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the 
month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M. 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous - every Tuesday, 
open discussion meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish 
Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
OUR PAPER staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 P.M., 
Our Books, 4 Pine St., Portland. New members are 
welcane. 
Alliance to Preserve Reproductive Cho~~e - second 
Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring St., 
Portland, 7 P.M. 
Thursdays 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous - every Thursday, 
step meeting, 7:30 P.M., First Parish Unitarian 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
Gay Health Action Cannittee - irregular Thursdays, 
Portland, call 773-5540. 
Fridays 
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7 P.M., 92 
Bedford St., Portland, open meetings. 
Erna J. Koch 





185 Middle Street 
P.O. Box 768 5 
Portland, Maine 04112 
(207) 774 • 82 73 
ASHERAH CINNAMON, M.S.W., C.S.W. 
ISY2 ShoreRoad 
Ogunquit. Maine 03907 
2 071646-8654 
COUNSELOR. CON6ULTANT. TRAINER RFD 2, BOX 5225 
OXFORD, ME. 04270 
998-4430 
guitar & banjo 
Guest Rooms and Efficiencies 
(207) 773-1394 
LICENSED PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINER 
For Creating a Personal Style of Music 
PHO FESS IONA L INSTR UCT ION S INCE 1970 
Alliance to Preserve Reproductive Choice Le b ·~y Net·A~o,,_L,, 
P .0. Box 751 2 DTS S f rr• I I\ 
Portland 04112 
Bates Gay/Straight Alliance 
Bates College 
Lewiston 04 240 
Bowdoin Wanen's Resource Center 
Bowdoin College 
24 College St. 
Brunswick 04011 
Cannon Scold 
c/o The Collective 
c/o Elze 
372 Preble St. 
So. Portland 04106 
Dignity of Maine 
P.O. Box 7021 
Lewiston 04240 
Downeast Gay Alliance 
· P.O. BoxO 
Ellsworth 04605 
Fredericton Lesbi ans and Gays (FlAG) 
Box 1556 Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Gay Health Action Cannittee 
P.O. Box 10723 
Portland 04104 
Gay/Lesbian Aleoholics Anonymous 
c/o First Parish Uni tarian Church 
425 Congress St. 
Portland 04101 
Gay People's Alliance 




P.O. Box 215 
Augusta 04330 
Maine Chapter 
P.O. Box 1255' 
Ellsworth 04605 
Ma.ine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8457 
Portland 04915 
Maine Lesbian Femi ni sts 
P.O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Mid-Coast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 496 
Camden 04843 
National Organizati on f or Women 
c/o Kerbleski 
73 Fern St. 
Bangor 04401 
Greater Portland N.O.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Portland 04101 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
, Caribou 04736 
OUR PAPER 
P-.0. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
Parents and Friends of Gays 
P.O. Box 215 
Augusta 04330 
Seacoast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
UMO Wanen's Center 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine-Orono 
Orono 04469 
USM Wanen's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 








Calais, Me 046}9 
